sometimes we assume implicitly that M exceeds a large positive constant) throughout R. We are interested in the question of lower bounds for J(cr) = 1. 1/(cr +ito+ iv) I" dv (1) where le > 0 is a real constant. The method we employ is very much related to the methods of our paper fl] in combination with the results in the appendix to [5] . Some of our results regarding {1) are improvements of some lemmas in lvit's book [3] (see page 172 of this book). It should be mentioned that our results (though of some interest in themselves) do not give any new important applications except (5), (6) and (7) . In § 2 we prove a general resu1t on local-convexity from which the following theorem is a consequence. (All our constants will be effective and we do not state this fact every time 
where (11) REMARK. This theorem can be generalised very much by our method for example to (-functions and £-functions of number fields .
Before concluding this section we make a few remarks. In a aeries of papers the second of us started with the kernel function and made extensive use of this kernel proving a number of convexity results over short intervals. Some of them are (with H > loglog M with a suitable implied constant) that we can replace the RHS in (2) by H. Also he proved (H subject to the same condition) things like (6] 
where A: > 0 is any rational constant. (With A: = this was first proved by Ramachandra (7] . Next Heath-Brown proved this with A: > 0 any rational constant and H = to (2] . Next Ramachandra extended Heath-Brown's result
, subject to the same conditions on H, the result
Later he proved a litronger result [9] where RHS here was replaced by a bigger function depending on the simple continued fraction expansion of A:). § 2. A GENERAL RESULT ON LOCAL CONVEXITY.
First of all a remark about the real constant A: > 0. We will (for technical simplicity) assume that A: is an integer. To prove the general case we have to proceed as we do in this section and to use the Riemann mapping theorem (with zero cancelling factors for a certain rectangle i.e. (6(w))" suitably) as given in the appendix to [5] (see Lemmas 2,3 and 4 of the appendix). H A: is an integer we <!an consider f( & ) in place of(!('))" without loss of generality. 
Over 
where A is any positive constant and
Choosing Y to equalise the first two terms on the RHS of (15) and noting that
we obtain I2'X'/(.s 1 ) + M-A)crt-"'o}<.,.,-.,.o)-1 {Ezp{c(cr2;;tli:t-crol)Y
+2M(u2-uo)( I,+if-A )(v,-cr,)(cr,-cro)-'
)Y. {17) rhus we have the following corollary. 
Ez'"' C(.,.,_.,., )(.,.,_.,.,) )}". ,et uo, u1 and 112 be constants satisfying a u = uo < u 1 < 112 $ b. We see hat the second term on the RHS of (26) is M-A so that
Thill prov!ls Theorem 1. § 4. 6-CUNVEXITY AND PROOF OF THEOREM 2. In theorems 6 &nd 1 choose:JJ = 6 (6 any positive
a large const.mt times 6-1 . We obtain the first part of 2 tmmely {3) and (3'). To obtain the second part we argue as ;.n the yroof o! Theorems 6 and 1 but now with along tbe :1ame co:atour P with the same X as before (note x-"' in the present intE3fard). The rest of the details are similar. § 5. PROOF OF THEOREM 3. We follow closely the notation of § 2. We now put n 0 =a, a-2 =b. Now consider the integral
-'1 +ur x--. 
We now take f(z) to be log ((&t tz). We will assume that to exceeds a large constant. It is not hard to prove that log ( (6 1 The contribution (to the integral involving C( -'o t w)) from P 3 P 4 has absolute valueS 10 if Ezp(Y 5) 8000 log to.
To satisfy this we put Y = t (loglog t 0 + 13). The average over other parts of the same integral has absolute value 2 800(5 log to)( C 5 )r Ezp((Y + Cr)(1 -uo)).
We put C = and r = [loglog t 0 ], so that this expression is E Ezp((}(loglog t 0 + 13) + f loglog to)(1-uo)) = E Ezp(e6"'" )(10 loglog to+ 13))
The average of the sum over primes is
